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Total Voyage

oneocean.com
Onboard | Onshore | Online

PASSAGE PLANNING  
 COMPLIANCE   

SAFETY 
ENVIRONMENTAL

OneOcean provides voyage solutions for the ever-growing 
compliance and navigation challenges faced by crew and 
shoreside teams, owners and managers. 
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The  
Solutions

Passage Planning 
Efficiently plan and optimise 
voyages in advance and in  
real time

Compliance  

Fulfil and demonstrate 
extensive compliance 
requirements across vessels, 
fleet and operations

Safety   

Manage health and safety 
procedures, effectively reduce 
risk and provide an audit trail

Environmental   

Keep up to date with the latest 
regulations, minimise impact 
on the environment, and put in 
place company policies to 
reduce risk and potential fines

OneOcean delivers maritime solutions 
that remove the boundaries between  
ship and shore, helping customers to 
benefit from more efficient, cleaner  
and safer practices.  

Solve multiple issues and seamlessly 
integrating with existing monitoring and 
management tools. 

THE SOLUTIONS
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Passage Planning
OneOcean makes voyage planning more 
effective and efficient. Its intelligent 
software collates, integrates and 
analyses marine information, both 
onboard and ashore to provide accurate 
and up-to-date information to inform 
decision-making.  

TOTAL VOYAGE SOLUTIONS PASSAGE PLANNING 

Collaborative approach 
Planning a route is a complex and time-consuming task, 
with many factors to take into consideration. The 
integrated OneOcean platform consolidates all the data 
in one easy-to-use interface to create a truly efficient 
workflow. 

Shoreside teams can add voyage parameters, such as 
minimum UKC levels, to provide guidance to crew 
creating voyage plans within the software. 

Optimise voyage planning 
OneOcean’s Passage Planning solutions are automated, 
configurable and designed to drive efficiency. As 
real-time conditions change, such as the weather, 
navigation decisions can be quickly reviewed and 
adjustments made to the passage plan. 

Single point of reference
An event track combines navigational and event 
waypoints into one timeline, aiding crews by 
consolidating operational actions in one place. 

Free-up crew time 
With the latest navigation data in one place, crew and 
shoreside teams can collate and review all aspects 
required for voyage planning quickly and simply. A 
reduction in manual entry reduces the potential for error 
and time spent calculating elements of the plan. 

Reduce risk 
The Passage Planning solutions improve insights to 
facilitate better decision-making. Its intuitive approach 
guides users through the planning process to create 
comprehensive passage plans that conform to all 
compliance and procedural regulations.  

Dynamic Updating
Passage plans can be dynamically updated as 
adjustments are input due to additional considerations 
such as departure schedules or weather factors. 

Increase transparency 
The Passage Planning solutions provide shoreside teams 
and onboard teams with a common shared view, so both 
teams can input into the navigation process and 
collaborate to ensure efficient management of the vessel. 

Customisable solution for all vessels 
The software can be customised to vessel specific 
parameters enabling plans that are dynamic to ship and 
onshore configurations. With various data delivery 
methods and license options, OneOcean’s software 
solutions can be customised for each and every vessel. 

Passage Planning modules:

PassageManager

SeaTab

FleetManager
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Compliance
OneOcean has several modules that 
enable compliance with both external 
and company specific HSEQ regulations. 
These modules allow shoreside users 
and ship crew to access regulations that 
are relevant to a ship’s systems and its 
proposed route. 

Compliance in complex world
Satisfying the ever-changing compliance and regulatory 
requirements from IMO, Flag-State and MARPOL is an 
ongoing challenge. The Compliance solution highlights 
the regulations that are applicable to each vessel and 
provides real-time guidance on how to fulfil compliance 
requirements. It integrates seamlessly with other 
solutions in the OneOcean platform to reduce 
duplication of work and cut down on any errors.  

Quickly and readily demonstrate compliance 
The Compliance solution provides accurate, up-to-date 
information to facilitate compliance during navigation 
planning and in vessel operations. It enables captains, 
crew and shoreside teams to quickly and easily 
demonstrate to authorities that regulations have been 
followed. 

Whether it is searching for a specific regulation that 
might affect a voyage or providing proof of compliance 
during a regulatory audit, the Compliance solution gives 
seafarers the latest and most accurate regulatory 
information in a centralised, accessible location. 
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Compliance modules: 

Regs4ships

EnviroManager

Docmap 

LogCentral

Reduce crew workload 
The solution provides vessel specific data, simplifies 
tasks and automates processes to reduce the manual 
steps in the managing and fulfilling regulatory 
obligations. This reduces the overall workload of 
seafarers and allows them to focus on the operations. 

Event logging and clear status updates make it easy to 
see which tasks have been completed, so crew changes 
are much simpler. 

Transparency for ship and shoreside teams 
Collaboration tools allow for better, more effective 
means of sharing information between ship and shore. 
Company regulations, guidelines, forms and passage 
plans are acceptable to everyone through one integrated 
system. This provides HSEQ teams, crews on board and 
shoreside teams with a structured and traceable way to 
exchange compliance information, identify gaps and 
provide support in advance and during audits.

Working with you to simplify compliance 
As the challenge of compliance continues to evolve, 
OneOcean is committed to finding ways to make life 
easier for our customers. That means maximising the 
advantages new technologies can offer, to bring new 
solutions for our customers and maritime stakeholders 
that simplify and support fulfilment of compliance. 
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Safety

TOTAL VOYAGE SOLUTIONS 

Enabling clarity and understanding 
Safety is a primary concern for everyone involved in 
shipping – from HSEQ officers, DPAs, onboard crew and 
management to customers and Port State Control. With 
a huge range of continually evolving legislation and 
covenants to consider, as well as different safety 
considerations for each vessel, accessing the right 
information at the right time can be a challenge. 
OneOcean’s Safety solution is an intuitive and integrated 
platform, which consolidates all the data required to 
understand and manage risk. 

Keep up to date with legislation changes 
OneOcean delivers updates digitally and ensures  
regulations and legislation are integrated seamlessly 
into several modules of the solution. Teams can rest 
assured that their voyages comply with the most 
up-to-date information and that this information is 
available at any time to inform future decision-making.

Increase visibility with shared information 
OneOcean ensures that everyone – from shoreside teams 
to vessel Captains and crews – has access to all the data 
they need to effectively manage safety onboard.

Set parameters and thresholds that keep 
crew safe
Shoreside HSEQ officers can use OneOcean to set limits 
on the actions and routes ships can undertake based on 
their cargo, weather forecasts and vessel parameters, to 
name a few. These HSEQ policies make it much easier to 
ensure that safety policies are clearly communicated, 
understood and followed across a fleet.

Support informed decisions 
Automated tasks guide users through the processes 
required to manage safety on board, reducing the risk of 
human errors, while alerts provide early warning of 
issues so that remedial action can be taken.  

Increase efficiency and optimise  
decision-making 
Fulfilling legal requirements creates large volumes of 
HSEQ (Health, Safety, Environmental and Quality) 
paperwork. OneOcean’s Safety solution automates the 
collection of external information, reducing the 
crew-time required to fulfil safety obligations.

The built-in AI capabilities of the software processes data 
from many sources to provide comprehensive insights 
that makes the decision-making process much simpler. 

SAFETY

Safety modules:

PassageManager 

Regs4ships

Docmap

LogCentral

SeaTab

OneOcean makes the critical task of 
managing health and safety at sea easier 
and more effective. This solution collates 
and integrates health and safety 
information and legislation, providing a 
one-stop shop for both shoreside and 
vessel teams to manage and mitigate 
risk.  

Secure and flexible data 
With OneOcean’s Safety solution, mariners can be 
assured that critical data is stored safely and can be 
accessed securely by teams both onboard and ashore.  

OneOcean’s Safety solution can be configured so that it 
is accessible from multiple devices, making it a portable 
solution that is not just confined to the bridge, but can 
be shared amongst all relevant stakeholders. This 
improves communication and reduces the risk of errors. 

Working with you to simplify safety 
As the challenge of safety continues to evolve, 
OneOcean is committed to finding ways to make life 
easier for its customers. That means maximising the 
advantages new technologies can offer, to bring new 
solutions for customers and maritime stakeholders that 
simplify and support safe navigation. 

oneocean.com
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Environmental 
The OneOcean Environmental solution makes it easy for 
mariners to keep up-to-date with the latest 
environmental regulations. Its intuitive software 
platform provides real-time information on the local 
marine environment and helps crews to make critical 
decisions to minimise the impact of their operations on 
the local environment. 

TOTAL VOYAGE SOLUTIONS 

Reduce risk 
OneOcean’s Environmental solution is a one-stop shop, 
providing visual references and vessel specific 
guidance on environmental regulations. Actions are 
defined so that crew know what is possible or 
prohibited with clear, position-based information.

Support passage planning 
OneOcean’s Environmental solution helps crews to 
understand and prepare where and what can be 
discharged, at each stage of the journey, in advance  
and on route.  

Avoid heavy fines 
With environmental regulation comes financial 
penalties for vessels that fail to comply. OneOcean’s 
Environmental solution provides a visible tool to help 
vessels remain compliant and minimises the risk of 
heavy fines, providing peace of mind for captains, 
crews, operators and owners.  

Free up crew time  
With all the latest environmental legislation in one 
place, OneOcean’s Environmental solution makes it 
simpler and quicker for teams to collate all the 
required elements for effective environmental 
management. 

Simplifying environmental management
The OneOcean environmental database covers over 
170 nations regulations with over 500 accurate 
environmental zones drawn into the software. The 
dedicated in house environmental team identify, 
collate and update the solution so that customers 
have the latest guidance to inform decisions and 
actions.

Environmental modules:

EnviroManager 

EnviroManager+ 

Sound environmental stewardship 
Legislation and an increasing consciousness 
surrounding the health of the world’s oceans has 
resulted in a greater focus on managing the 
environmental impact of shipping activities. The 
challenge of keeping up to date with the latest 
regulations, ECA zones, baselines and Marine 
Protected Habitats, requires significant investment of 
time and resources. 

OneOcean’s Environmental solution provides quick, 
accurate information to guide mariners and ship 
operators, supporting critical decision-making on 
board. 
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Passage Planning Compliance  Safety   Environmental   

Products

TOTAL VOYAGE SOLUTIONS PRODUCTS

PassageManager 
An intuitive and easy-to-use interface for 
voyage planning quickly, safely and 
efficiently. 

PM

SeaTab
Instant and portable situational 
awareness. 

ST

Regs4ships
The industry leading digital regulations 
tool making it quick and easy to stay 
up-to-date and comply with maritime 
regulations.

R4S

FleetManager
Enabling shoreside teams to provide active 
support and monitor vessels at anytime 
and anywhere.

FM LogCentral
Access, record and manage logbook entries 
in one place.

LC

EnviroManager+
Create and deploy a bespoke set of 
regulations for the fleet with position 
based clarity on company policies

EM+

EnviroManager
Keep up-to-date on the latest 
environmental regulations and reduce the 
risk of heavy fines.

EM

Docmap 
Eliminate complex and time-consuming 
paper trails, simplifying safety and risk 
management.

DM
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OneOcean
OneOcean is the largest global supplier of digital 
navigation and compliance solutions for the maritime 
industry. Our vision is to deliver maritime solutions that 
remove the boundaries between ship and shore, helping 
our customers benefit from more efficient, cleaner and 
safer practices. 

Customer focus
OneOcean puts its customers at the heart of everything 
it does. It understands the need for greater connectivity 
between ship and shoreside teams and is committed to 
delivering innovative digital and SaaS solutions. 

Unrivalled strength in R&D
Boasting the largest R&D capability in the sector, 
OneOcean is ideally placed to further develop 
best-in-class maritime software solutions to take ship 
management into a new digital era.   

Global presence
With global offices in all of the major time zones, 
OneOcean provides unrivalled support to its customers, 
wherever they are in the world. 

Flexible service provision
OneOcean solutions are available through a flexible 
service provision – making it adaptable and scalable to 
work for your needs. 

About 
OneOcean 

TOTAL VOYAGE SOLUTIONS ABOUT ONEOCEAN 

oneocean.com
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For further assistance, call:  
+44 (0)199 280 5400 
For more information, visit:  
enquiries@oneocean.com 

Trusted solutions for effective maritime operations and management

Contact us today to request  
a free trial or talk to us 
about OneOcean solutions. 
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